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When, sixteen years ago, Lisa asked me to join the DJC choir, I welcomed the opportunity to
sing with and for the community I had helped grow as a former teacher in the Jewish Studies
program.  Having grown up in a very Jewish secular home, and gone to Catholic school, I was
not familiar with the liturgical music I was to learn for the high holiday services. Lisa was a
patient guide and no matter which iteration of this little choir, she always made sure the
rehearsals had a warm and convivial atmosphere.

Over the years, we played musical chairs (pun intended) with members of this little choral
knot, with some moving on and others being welcomed in. This final iteration of the past few
years, made up of Kathy Miller, Donna Goldenberg, Saara Greene, Susan Charendoff and
myself, led by Lisa, somehow created a magical alchemy, not just in our vocal blend, but in a
deep six-way friendship.

Whenever we walked into Danny & Lisa's home for a rehearsal, the kitchen would smell
amazing from Danny's cooking. We'd be offered a drink and have a few minutes to catch up
and share some laughs before getting to work on our harmonies. Between learning the songs
and honing the ever elusive "ideal blend", we laughed nearly to bladder-leak intensity,
occasionally cursed like longshoremen, and sometimes cried as we shared both the joys and
challenges of our individual lives.

Through it all, Lisa and Danny were there to make a welcoming space for us. Lisa's full
commitment to excellence, matched with Danny's superb instrumental talent and seemingly
unflappable patience, made us the best we could possibly be, so that when sharing the music
at High Holidays, we could beam with pride at our contribution to the spiritual life of our
community.

I think I can speak for my choir-mates when I say that singing together with Lisa and Danny has
been a great honour and joy we will remember for the rest of our lives. Though this version of
the choir has been disbanded, the friendships will endure.


